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From Patient Symptom 
Survey (PSS)

Disclaimer on every page



Type in or cut and paste 

unlimited text

Objective, diagnostic findings 

from lab testing

All medications listed, 

plus duration



Most common indicated uses

All side effects

Special considerations and 

vitamin contraindications

Drug caused nutrient depletions

Medication may 
cause adverse lab 
findings



Patients and doctors must know the nutrients 
that are depleted by these drugs.

Interpreting lab test 
results; color coded 
results to easily see 
healthy, clinical and 
critical ranges



Explaining the SBN 
healthy vs. clinical 
ranges



The supported findings highlight 
other test results that are tied to 
that specific diagnosis



All report verbiage is 
customized per patient, 
based off of objective lab 
test results.

Ex – this patient’s Phosphorus 
is very low (blue).  

The SBN report is extremely 
patient friendly and the 
color coding helps make the 
report even easier to 
understand.

Very high, very lowBlue

High, lowRed

Slightly high, slightly 
low

Yellow



Associated findings identify 
the patient’s medications 
that directly influence their 
lab results

The PSS revealed the thyroid was removed, 
which is included with the lab findings

NOTE: SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
Patient’s thyroid was removed, as identified by 
the PSS
This information is critical when analyzing thyroid 
test results
Thyroid removal and radiated thyroid must be 
considered for proper treatment



Critical, additional information 
for the situation

Associated findings are directly from the 
Patient Symptom Survey (PSS) 
The patient’s medications and symptoms 
are correlated with their lab results

Comprehensive analysis, diagnosis, 
and treatment recommendations













o Possible sources of exposure or 
contamination are listed

o Common signs and symptoms 
are provided

o Treatment considerations





You can customize these 
recommendations for 
each patient





You can also 
customize these 
recommendations for 
each patient







You can compare any 2 
labs in the system, side 
by side. 
Green delta indicates 
improvement, the red 
delta indicates the 
results is worse.



6 additional tests can 
be used for comparison





Precise vitamin dosages are based on:
1. Actual test results
2. Age
3. Sex
4. Weight
5. Medications


